
COMPUTER TIPS FROM IAN BONALLACK

Making it easier to use your computer Seeing the screen better:

1.     Improve desktop by making larger icons (right click blank area of desktop, click ‘view’ then ‘large

icons’) and plain colour background (no grandchildren picture!)

2.     Especially using the internet:

 i.      Zoom in by Ctrl and ‘+’

 ii.     Zoom out with Ctrl and ‘-‘.

 iii.    Return to ‘normal’ by Ctrl and ‘0’ (you may have to use the zero in the top line)

3.     With the prices of flat-panel screens coming down, you might consider purchasing a larger

display that's 23 -24 inches on a diagonal measurement. Less than $250, sometimes specialising at

less than $200. It’s a great thing to buy – I’ve never ever heard anyone say “I wish I’d bought a smaller

screen”. Going from a 19” screen would give 50% more screen area. Or changing from a 15” laptop to

a 24” screen would give 250% more screen space. And from an iPad to a 24” screen around 600%!

4.     Magnifying glass – turn on with windows key and ‘+’, turn off with windows key and ‘esc’. That’s

for windows 7 & 8, but to turn it on in xp you have to click Start/All

programs/Accessories/Accessibility/Magnifier

5.     Adjust just the text size (not pictures): this is not always available. But in Chrome, click:

a.     options button

b.     then ‘settings’,

c.     then ‘advanced settings’ (at bottom),

d.     then ‘web content’,

e.     then ‘customise font’

f.      then at the bottom change ‘minimum font size’.

6.     To adjust text sizes in some elements: Right click blank part of desktop,

a.     in Windows 8, click ‘personalise’, then ‘display’ then ‘change the text size only’.  b.     In Windows

7, click ‘personalise’ then ‘window colour’ (at the bottom) then ‘advanced appearance settings’ then

change what you want. (eg icon font)

c.      In Windows XP, click ‘properties’ then ‘appearance’ at the top, then change what you wish.

For example if you want to change the font size in the Chrome browser tabs, change the ‘message

box’ settings. You have to experiment!

7.     People with tunnel vision from glaucoma or central blind spots from degeneration may find it

difficult and tiring to read an entire computer screen. This is one reason that "talking computers"

were invented.

Turn on narrator:  Windows 8: Windows key + enter, turn off ‘Caps lock’ + ‘esc’

Windows 7 and XP, only very basic text to speech, normally reading the whole screen. Other text-to-

speech programs are available, such as this one for Chrome at      Select and speak  To use it, select

what you want spoken, right click it, and click ‘speak’, or click the speak icon top right

8.    If you use CRT reduce flicker by increasing hz to 70, but preferably change to flat screen

9.    Reduce glare by closing curtains or shifting screen



10.    Dark-on-light is best combination, or Change to high contrast theme – in Windows 7 or 8 use

Personalise, in XP access it by: Control Panel/Accessibility/display

11.   Display brightness: you want your monitor’s brightness to match your surrounding workspace

brightness. To achieve this, look at the white background of this page. If it looks like a light source in

the room, it’s too bright. If it seems dull and grey, it’s probably too dark.

12.    Make sure the monitor is below or at eye level, around 20-28 inches from your face so that your

eyes are comfortable while you work

Getting the mouse working better for you:

1.     Make mouse pointer large – go to Control Panel, then ‘Mouse’ then Pointers. Then experiment

with different ‘schemes’ – try ‘Windows Inverted (extra large) (system scheme)

2.     To show mouse pointer whenever you click Ctrl – as above but click ‘Pointer Options’ and tick at

bottom ‘Show location of pointer when I press the CTRL key.

3.     Make cursor thicker and easier to see – open Control Panel, open ‘ease of access centre’ (on XP

this is Accessibility Options), then click ‘make the computer easier to see’ then scroll down to tick

‘make the focus rectangle thicker’ and experiment changing the thickness from ‘1’ to a higher

number.

4.     The mouse is too fast! A common source of frustration is a mouse set at a speed that is too fast.

If you can't control your mouse because it seems to "zoom" across the screen, you can adjust this by:

a.     Open Control Panel, then Mouse then ‘pointer options’.

b.     Drag the ‘pointer speed’ more toward the left, click OK and try it out.

5.     Mouse – is it hard to do the double-click fast enough?

a.     As in 4. above but click ‘activities’ (windows 8) or ‘buttons’ (windows 7  and XP) and then move

the slow-to-fast all the way to the left.

b.     But! But what may be even better is to change from double-clicking to single-clicking! To do this

open ‘computer’ then,

 i.      in windows 8 click ‘view’ on the top line, then ‘options’ along at the right, then look down to

where it says ‘single click to open an item, then click in it and click OK.

 ii.      in Windows 7 and XP, click the ‘alt’ key if needed to get a toolbar across the top, then click

‘tools’ on that new toolbar, then ‘folder options’ then click in ‘single-click to open an item’

6.     A wireless optical mouse is another good option, because your movements aren't limited by the

wire leading from the mouse to the computer.

7.     Think about getting a better mouse; you may want to invest in one that is ergonomically

designed for comfort and ease of use.

8.     A mouse is sometimes hard to use – consider hot keys eg

a.     ctrl + P for printing

b.     alt + left arrow to go back a page on the internet

c.      alt + right arrow to go forward a page on the internet

d.     and you can set up a hot key of your own for anything

eg ‘pictures’ – right click icon, then ‘properties’, then short-cut key…



Problems with typing on the keyboard

1.     If you have hand tremors they may cause you to press a key lots of times when you only want to

press it once. Or you may accidentally leave your finger on a key, so you get a whole lot of the letter

you’re typing.

In this case, you should turn on bounce keys. To do this,

a)    open Control Panel then Ease of Access, (in XP Accessibility)

b)    then click ‘make the keyboard easier to use’, (in XP click ‘keyboard’ at the top)

c)    then go down and click ‘turn on filter keys’ (in XP click ‘use filter keys’)

d)    then click on ‘set up filter keys’, (not for XP)

e)    then click ‘turn on bounce keys’ (not for XP)

f)     then click ‘OK’

2.     What about dictating to your computer, eg emails? Not yet, but soon! Especially gmail..

3.     What about dictating to Google?

Also show Google search term recognition.

      How old is Winston Peters?

      When was the Sky Tower built?

      And how high is it?

      Senior Net North Shore Class Schedule

With an iPad:

1.     Click the Home button three times

a.     ‘voice over’ when turned on speaks what is highlighted on the screen. Which you can do by

‘drawing’ around (say, a paragraph in an email) the item. To stop it, click on the home button.

b.     ‘invert colours’ gives ‘white on black’ instead of the normal ‘white on black’

c.      ‘zoom’ gives the ability to tap twice on the screen with three fingers to get magnification,

without pinching. You can then drag around the screen with the three fingers. Turn it back to normal

by tapping twice with the three fingers again.

2.     Larger Type.

Sometimes you want to have larger type on the screen, but not necessarily fill up the screen with

larger pictures like you’d get with pinch zooming. To get this: click ‘settings’ then ‘general’ then

‘accessibility’. Now turn on ‘Larger Type’ which will let you select how big you want it.

How to print your Newsletter in Grayscale to save on colour

1. Open the Newsletter by double clicking on the PDF file.

2. Select the page or the part you want to print.

3. Go to file and click on print.

4. Put a tick in selection or for example Page 4 if that is the page you want.

5. Click on Properties at the top of the page and it will open a new page.

6. Put a tick in the box by grayscale. Then click on OK

7. It will go back to the first page so Click on OK on that page and your printer should print what you

have selected without using colour.


